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Cal Poly Pomona Delta Beta 
Cal Poly, Pomona 


Chartered 10 May 1971.  Number 99. 
 
Goals for 2007-2008 


The goals of the chapter for 2007-2008 were 
to continue to participate in activities put on 
by the engineering council, getting more 
involved with ASME and give free 
Mechanical Engineering tutoring to lower 
division students. Have a Mechanical 
Engineering banquet.   


Activities 
We had free tutoring every Tuesday for lower 
division classes.  We had fundraising events to 
raise funds for the Mechanical Engineering 
banquet that we put on for all Mechanical 
Engineers.  We participated in the Engineering 
Week celebrations.  We went to the national 
conference.   


Graduates 
Information unavailable 


Awards & Recognition 
Professor David Miller – Lecturer of the Year  


Names of New Members 
Fall 2007 Pledges 


Information unavailable 
(Unfortunately past records have not been 
kept) 


Spring 2008 Pledges 
Daniel Meza Gerardo Nuño 
Ashley Serbus Arnoldo Gonzalez 
Joshua Hansen Jonathon Anderson 
Matt Knowles  


Transfer of Responsibilities 
All of the files from this year were given to the 
next president and contact info was exchanged 
if anything else was needed.   


Plans for 2008-2009 
We plan to be more involved with ASME and 
other campus events.  We plan to continue our 
free Mechanical Engineering tutoring.   


Chapter Officers 
President Jessica Huttger 
Vice President Mazen Nasr 
Treasurer Shlomi Rabizadeh 
Secretary Lauren Collins 
Events Coordinator Alexander Yau 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. David Miller 


Contact Information 
http://www.csupomona.edu/~pi_tau_sigma 
pitausigma.calpoly@gmail.com 


Reporter 
Andy Hedge 
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PI TUA SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2009-2010 


California State Polytechnic University Pomona Delta Beta 


A. Initiations 


The selection of candidates is based on GPA. The top 25% of the junior class and the top 
33% of the senior class are eligible. Additionally, if the student is a transfer student, they 
must posses either an A in a 300 or a B in a 400 level Mechanical Engineering class to 
establish residency. 


Candidates are required to perform five (5) hours of community service preferably for the 
department, although other community organizations are also acceptable. 10 signatures from 
Pi Tau Sigma members (including faculty) is also a requirement. 


The initiation ceremony follows the ritual of Pi Tau Sigma and is given in the form of a 
PowerPoint presentation. In the fall, this ceremony is held on campus in a classroom. In the 
spring, this ceremony is held directly before the Department Banquet at the location of the 
banquet. This year the fall ceremony was held on December 3rd 2009 and the spring 
ceremony on May 21st 2010 


B. Chapter Activities  


We had free tutoring every Tuesday for lower division classes including vector statics, vector 
dynamics, strengths of materials, thermodynamics, and fluid mechanics.  We had fundraising 
events to raise funds for the Mechanical Engineering banquet that we put on for all 
Mechanical Engineers.   
 
We participated in the Engineering Week celebrations with the event pie-a-professor which 
included involvement by professor in the entire college of engineering, not just mechanical 
engineering.   
 
We sent two representatives to the national conference.   
 
Our chapter meetings were held every other Thursday to update members on ongoing 
planning and to receive input on the direction of the club from the members. 
 
C. Other 
 
Plans for 2010-211 


We plan to be more involved with ASME and other campus events.  We plan to continue 
our free Mechanical Engineering tutoring.   


 
 








Cal Poly Pomona Delta Beta 
Cal Poly, Pomona 


Chartered 10 May 1971.  Number 99. 
 
Goals for 2008-2009 


The goals of the chapter for 2008-2009 were 
to continue to participate in activities put on 
by the engineering council, getting more 
involved with ASME and give free 
Mechanical Engineering tutoring to lower 
division students. Have a Mechanical 
Engineering banquet.   


Activities 
We had free tutoring every Tuesday for lower 
division classes.  We had fundraising events to 
raise funds for the Mechanical Engineering 
banquet that we put on for all Mechanical 
Engineers.  We participated in the Engineering 
Week celebrations.  We went to the national 
conference.   


Graduates 
Nathan Alley  James Ayoub 
Serj Charkhedian  Angeles Cortes 
Philip DeAlday  Bryan Gardner 
Steven Harman  Stephen Le Duc 
Mazen Nasr  Mark Ruffin 
Gabriel Saldivar  Brian Sarno 
Jim Scott  Nathan Sheahley 
Jason Zarraga 
Awards & Recognition 
Dr. Jawaharlal Mariappan – Lecturer of the Year  
Dr. Mehrdad Haghi – Rookie Professor of the Year 
Dr. Mohammad Izadi – Mr. Accessible 
Dr. Peter A. Dashner – Most Entertaining Professor 
Names of New Members 
Fall 2008 Pledges 
Matt Bell  David Black 
Nathan Collins  Vanessa Condie 
Cami DeGuzman Daniel Diefendorf 
Sean Duque  Nicholas Goldberg 
Hector Gonzalez Jonathan Green 
Kaitlin Hom  Spencer Johnson 
Korey Lawson  Eckart Lyew 
Angela Morey  Kenji Ozawa 
Nick Theiss  Travis Thompson 
Benson Wong  Christopher Wong 
Jason Zarraga 
Spring 2009 Pledges 
Phillip Allen  Nathan Alley 
Matt Calabrese  Jeffrey Chase 
Kristy Clark  Tony Co 
Phillip DeAlday  Johnson Giang 
Joel Gutierrez  Alfredo Gutierrez 
James Hadinger  Tim Hopkins 
Michael Hsia  Enoch Hwang 
Chandler Hwe  Ravin Kumar 


Cheehua Luu  Jin Ma 
Mark Munoz  Rohan Patterson 
Andrew Peterson Mark Wanamaker 
Frerick Widjaja 
Transfer of Responsibilities 


All of the files from this year were given to the 
next president and contact info was exchanged 
if anything else was needed.   


Plans for 2009-20010 
We plan to be more involved with ASME and 
other campus events.  We plan to continue our 
free Mechanical Engineering tutoring.   


Chapter Officers 
President Andy Hedge 
Vice President Arnoldo Gonzalez 
Treasurer Daniel Meza 
Secretary Ashley Serbus 
Events Coordinator Vanessa Condie 


Chapter Advisor 
Professor David L. Miller 


Contact Information 
http://www.csupomona.edu/~pi_tau_sigma 
pitausigma.calpoly@gmail.com 


Reporter 
Andy Hedge 
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Thoughts Coming Into This Year  


Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta has been nothing more than a resume achievement 


prior to this year. Members would join and never make contact with the club 


again. The officers for 2012-2013 (listed below) decided that this chilling fact 


would no longer be an option… and thus began the turning point for Pi Tau Sigma 


– Delta Beta that our Mechanical Engineering Department will never forget. And 


all this was possible with the hard work of the following officers:   


• President: Christopher J. Colizzi III  


• Vice President: Andrew J. Pytlinski  


• Secretary: Christopher W. Duff  


• Treasurer: Alexander Bielawiec  


• E-Council Representative: Andrew J. Martens  


• Events Coordinator: Guillermo Corona  


  


The whole idea for the year was creating 


a network of hard working, 


knowledgeable and talented engineers 


and engineering students that wanted to 


not only create a great learning/work 


environment for themselves but also 


everyone around them. This started 


during the summer of 2012 (Error! 


eference source not found.). All ASME 


and Pi Tau Sigma officers went to San 


Diego for a kickoff meeting to discuss 


ideas on how to make the upcoming year 


a corner stone for both clubs.   


  


Initiates  


Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta Chapter has a reputation for producing some of the 


best Mechanical Engineers. The Delta Beta Chapter molds Mechanical Engineers 


to have the skills of making any job or project work in the most effective way 


possible. A lot of this success is a result of our strict recruiting regimen. The 


selection process for inviting Mechanical Engineering students to initiate for Pi 


Tau Sigma – Delta Beta begins well before the first day of class. The club 


contacts the Mechanical Engineering Department 2 weeks prior to class and 


requests a list of students who meet the following requirements:   


• Top 35% of senior class / 25% of junior class  


• Minimum 3.0 Overall GPA  


• Minimum 2.7 ME GPA (excluding all General Education classes)  


• Minimum 40 ME units completed  


• Minimum 36 units completed at Cal Poly Pomona  


Figure     1 :     Summer    ASME    and    PTS


    Officer    Year     Planning    


Event     
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Diego 
    







Note that the last 2 requirements have been implemented to filter out transfer 


students that come into the department with junior status without even taking a 


single class on campus. After that, the initiates are required to go through a 


quarter long initiation process that includes volunteering for the Mechanical 


Engineering Department a minimum of 5 hours and obtaining 10 signatures from 


current Pi Tau Sigma members (which includes two from faculty members and 3 


from current officers). The initiates for this year are listed at the end of this report.  


  


Notat that in the fall quarter, Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta initiated 20 students. This 


was average/slightly above average compared to previous years. Spring quarter 


was the best representation of how much Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta has grown 


this year. There were 38 initiates for spring quarter, which easily doubled what 


other year’s would’ve expected. This jump in number was expected this year, 


though. Refer below for details on how Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta worked to 


grow this year.  


  


Incoming Goals  


California State Polytechnic University, Pomona is an extremely accessible 


school. This is due to the fact that its location is ideal for many local communities. 


Fortunately Cal Poly Pomona has the reputation of being one of the best 


Engineering schools in Southern California. Unfortunately it is also known as 


being a commuter school due to its prime time location. This has made club 


participation the toughest part of being a Pi Tau Sigma officer. The most 


important goal for the club was to get members involved. Other goals included 


bridging the gap between education and industry, getting members working in the 


field, setting up the club for future expansion and creating a network of Pi Tau 


Sigma – Delta Beta members, graduated and initiating alike. Note that all this had 


to be accomplished with close to zero money (account had 100 dollars in it at the 


beginning of the year).   


  


Reaching Our Goals  


The goal of getting members involved was Pi Tau Sigma’s number one priority. 


To do this the club made it more interesting becoming a member. This years 


meeting’s included games, engineering trivia, relative engineering videos and 


community service hours for being involved during the meetings. Other ways to 


get members involved were incorporating facility tours, company information 


sessions and taking part in school activities.   


    


  







Meetings  


Meetings were held Thursdays on a bi-weekly 


basis, always offset of ASME meetings by one 


week. They were during “U-Hour” (between 


12 and 1 o’clock) because there are no classes 


scheduled during this time. Things typically 


discussed were upcoming events, community 


service opportunities and initiation progress for 


the incoming members. At the second meeting 


of the year there was a competition to make the 


biggest tower constructed of paper and a 


couple feet of tape (Figure 2). This style of 


meeting was kept consistent the entire year.   


Facility Tours  


This was one of the main things Pi Tau Sigma  


– Delta Beta put its efforts in. It was seen as the most effective way to get students 


out into industry and see how engineering really works. The club took 3 facility 


tours this year.  


Boeing El Segundo  


The first was to Boeing El Segundo (a Satellite design and manufacturing 


facility). Hear initiates and members got to see the size of commercial 


satellites (which can be as wide as a 787!), vibration tables used to 


simulate take off, a heat exchanger capable of reaching -320°F and their 


first experience with an anechoic chamber (but not the last!).  


  
Figure 3: Boeing El Segundo Facility Tour  


    


Boeing Long Beach  


The second tour of the year was to Boeing Long Beach. This facility does 


stress analysis for commercial jets. This was more of a sit in with 


management and engineering personnel to see how a company as big and 


busy as Boeing gets business done on a daily basis. This tour included a 


presentation of using Catia, a FEA analysis presentation, a presentation of 


Figure     2 :     Fall    2012    Paper    


Tower    Winner 
    







using their organization program designed to implement the most effective 


work flow, the challenge of conquering a Gordian Knot and a tour of their 


onsite museum. The managers also collected our resumes and offered an 


internship to two members.   


  
Figure 4: Boeing Long Beach Facility Tour  


Edwards Air Force Base Tour  


This tour was by far the best. Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta has a member 


working at Edwards AFB and have setup a yearly tour that takes members 


and initiates on a bus around their complex. The schedule had the F22 on 


it, but due to a last minute change the F22 was scrapped and replaced with 


the F35!!! Members were allowed to TOUCH the F35, as well as look in 


the cockpit, pull wires for the landing gear, etc… Other things seen on this 


tour included the B1 Bomber, B52 Bomber, F16, T138, Global Hawk 


Block 20 and Block 40 and a number of retired planes including the SR71. 


A group pictures was taken in front of the F35 (still pending security 


screening clearance before release) and in front of the Global Hawk Block 


20 (shown below).  


  
Figure 5: Edwards AFB Facility Tour  


JPL Information Session   


As another way to connect our members to the engineering community and 


to create interest in Pi Tau Sigma, we setup an information session with the 


Jet Propulsion Lab Representative responsible for hiring Cal Poly Pomona 


students. This took place of one of our meetings during the spring quarter. 


Information was given for upcoming projects at JPL, what the recruiters like 


to see on resumes, the best time to apply for jobs, etc. Thanks to our contact 


giving the information session, we were able to get a Pi Tau Sigma member 


into JPL for an ongoing internship.   







Egg Drop Competition  


There were two egg drop competitions this year. The first was during a meeting. 


Groups of 4 were to design an egg drop apparatus using paper and uncooked 


spaghetti (note the materials due to lack of funding). This competition had a high 


success rate, only one group couldn’t construct a functional device.   


   


The second competition took place during Engineering Week at Cal Poly  


Pomona. Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta hosted an Egg Drop competition. Pi Tau 


Sigma’s design was by far the most innovative (slits were incorporated to control 


the failure locations of the device to dissipate energy away from the egg 


locations).  


   
Figure 7: Pi Tau Sigma - Delta Beta Egg Drop Competition E-Week  


Pi Tau Sigma Getting Involved  


During the year members got involved in a number of ways. First, initiates were 


offered one community service hour if they joined ASME and went to their 


meetings. This got 20+ people involved in our ASME club on campus and 


registered as ASME national members. Secondly, initiates and members alike 


helped out with other clubs on campus. For example, we had members 


volunteering for our Rose Float club on campus (Rose Float designs and 


manufactures a float with Cal Poly San Louis Obispo every year for the Rose 


Float Parade). We also volunteered with robotics, helping out with their Robot 


Rallies which display the joys and excitement of robotics to high school students 


to provoke a career in engineering and computer science. Thirdly, initiates were 


offered a community service hour for going to the Mechanical Engineering 


Banquet (organized and hosted by Pi Tau Sigma). And last but not least, Pi Tau 


Sigma – Delta Beta offers free tutoring to all students, not just engineering. The 


official time was set for every Tuesday from 12 to 1. Also, individual tutoring 


Figure     6 :     Egg    Drop    Competition    During    


Fall    Meeting 
    


  







sessions on the side were more than a common thing. Christopher J. Colizzi 


(Outgoing President for Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta) tutored individuals on the 


side for easily over 70 hours this school year.   


  


Figure 8: President Christopher J. Colizzi Going Over Basic Thermodynamics During Free 


Tutoring  


    


Creating a Network of Pi Tau Sigma Members  


To do this the officers for this year not only wanted the network for students today 


but also for members of Pi Tau Sigma that have already graduated. This was done 


by outreaching to the graduates, making the Mechanical Engineering Banquet on a 


Saturday so working engineers could go, involving the graduates in the Facility 


Tours and keeping an open line of communication with all the graduated members, 


current members and initiates in general. Notable connections made with 


graduated Pi Tau Sigma members include:  


• Ken Jennings – Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta graduate, Chief Pilot at Edwards 


AFB, the guest speaker at the Mechanical Engineering Banquet and our 


single point of contact for the Edwards AFB Facility Tour  


• Albert Gastelum – Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta graduate, Project Manager – 


LADWP and single point of contact for LADWP UV Inspection Plant  


Facility Tour (Future Goals)  


Mechanical Engineering Banquet  


As always, Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta hosts and organizes the Mechanical 


Engineering Banquet. This is a yearlong process that Pi Tau Sigma takes from 


cradle to grave. Last year was the first year with triple digit attendees at the 


banquet in a long time. That success wanted to be duplicated this year, while also 


sticking to the main goal of getting members involved. To do this, the banquet this 


year was held on campus at the Kellogg West Convention Center. It was held on a 


Saturday for ease of attendance for graduated members that work during the week. 


The goal was over 100 attendees. There were 108 tickets sold. Another way that 


members were incorporated in the process was by having a Cal Poly and Pi Tau 


Sigma alumnus be the main presenter for the banquet. The aforementioned Ken 


Jennings presented his career path and achievements at the banquet. Lastly, 


continuing with the year’s theme of getting Pi Tau Sigma involved at Cal Poly 


Pomona, the Robotics, ASME Design Project and ASME clubs presented at the 







Mechanical Engineering Banquet as well. Lastly, Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta 


presented to close out the evening.   


Future Goals  


It was great that this year’s growth for Pi Tau Sigma was huge, but it only matters 


if the support and growth can continue. That is why there was a new position 


created at the end of this year: Pi Tau Sigma Alumni Representative. A graduating 


Pi Tau Sigma member holds this position. That member is in charge of creating a 


network with all the graduating members of that year and keeping them in contact 


with the club as well as with other alumni. This was implemented to help the club 


branch out from Cal Poly Pomona and make as many connections in the 


engineering community as possible. The outgoing President, Christopher J. Colizzi 


III, was named 2013 Pi Tau Sigma Alumni Representative and has already helped 


a Pi Tau Sigma member get a full-time job at Applied Instruments Technology and 


is currently working with Pi Tau Sigma Alumni to setup a facility tour in the fall 


quarter as well as getting new engineers out to BE Aerospace in North Dakota.   


Conclusion  


In closing, it has been a wonderful year for the Delta Beta Chapter of Pi Tau 


Sigma. A solid foundation has been laid for future growth and success with the 


club, hopefully with some more financial support, but most importantly a strong 


engineering network has been established with the school itself as well as with the 


engineering community.    


     







Fall 2012      


Adam  


Anthony  


Roy  


Robert  


Stefan  


Eric  


Synjin  


Clinton  


George Brian  


Spring  


Abreo  


Aguirre  


Allen  


Caballes  


Colvey  


Duong  


Hipolito  


Hostetler  


Kovatchev  


Mauleon  


Daniel  


Jonathan 


Matthew  


John  


Michael  


Logan  


Stanford  


Alexander  


William  


Amy  


McClelland  


Ortiz  


Pacheco  


Prevel  


Relich  


Riley  


Shih  


Tseng  


Ung  


Van De Poel  


2013      


Robert  


Yuriy  


Sinclair  


Alexander  


Joshua  


Keith  


Christopher  


Amanda  


Ashley  


Francis   


Raymond  


Ara  


Edgar  


Wesley  


Michael   


David  


Alex  


Betty  


Donald  


Patrick  


Bauer  


Bazylev  


Calderon  


Cawthon  


Cheng  


Christman  


Coon  


Cordes  


Davis  


Diaz  


Faull  


Garakanian  


Gonzalez  


Gunter  


Haken  


Kramer  


Kim  


Leung  


Logsdon  


Mannion  


Kevin  


Felix  


Amanda  


Edwin  


David  


Nhat  


Scott  


Omar  


Hunter  


Wesley  


Christine  


Kathryn  


Andrew  


Tho  


Nhan  


Melissa  


Sean  


Jonathon  


  


Martin  


Monterroso  


Nicholaou  


Noriega  


Oh  


Pham  


Richter  


Rodriguez  


Schneider  


Schroeder  


Sellerberg  


Semans  


Tran  


Tran  


Trinh  


Troutt  


Ulrich  


Hoy  


  


  


  








Annual Chapter Report  


2018-2019  


Cal Poly Pomona Delta Beta  


A. Initiations  
There were two initiations held during this academic school year, one in the Fall 
Semester and one in the Spring Semester. Traditionally the Fall Initiation is the period 
where the Delta Beta chapter experiences the largest growth, however this academic year 
saw a dramatic decrease in the number of students who completed the initiation process. 
This decrease can likely be attributed to the university changing the curriculum from a 
quarter to a semester based system which caused an abnormal amount of additional chaos 
and concern in the lives of students, specifically the upperclassmen trying to understand 
how the conversion would affect their academic status. It is because of this that we 
believe upperclassmen didn’t want to spend much extra time pursuing extracurriculars 
but, as this is the first year with this change, only time will tell. This year, we had 11 
members join in the Fall and another 2 during the Spring. The Fall initiation was held on 
November 30, 2018 and the Spring initiation was held on April 12, 2019. The 
requirements to initiate into the chapter mirrors that set by the national chapter. This year 
eligibility changed slightly from the previous requirement that the individual needs to be 
in the top 25% and 35% of their class year, Junior and Senior class respectively, to the 
individual must lie in the top 25% of their class year, no matter their year. In addition to 
class ranking, the other requirements were slightly modified by the 2018-2019 officer 
board such that the student must have a 2.7 core GPA and a 3.25 overall GPA, must 
obtain signatures from ten active Pi Tau Sigma members (of which 2 must be from 
professors and 3 from officers), pay their membership dues ($35 National dues, $35 Cal 
Poly Pomona Delta Beta dues, and $5 year fee), and complete a total of 5 service or 
networking hours. One additional requirement for the Delta Beta chapter has is the 
student must complete 36 units at Cal Poly Pomona and have 40 core units completed 
overall. This requirement ensures that the individual has attended a minimum of two 
semesters at the university so that the chapter can ensure their GPA reflects their 
engineering grades at Cal Poly Pomona. For each of the initiation ceremonies, the 
candidates were led into an auditorium-style classroom where the initiation ceremony 
was led by the 2018-2019 Delta Beta officers and advisor. Following the ceremony, 
initiates were invited to join Pi Tau Sigma members for pizza at a campus run restaurant, 
Innovation Brew Works, to celebrate their accomplishments and successful initiation into 
the organization. 


  







B. Chapter Activity  
Every initiation period, the chapter hosts a “Bowling Night.” This event is for the 
initiates, provided by the chapter, to get to know more about the honor society and 
socialize with the members and faculty members involved in the organization.  


There is a PTS meeting every week. Biweekly, PTS will host a general meeting during 
the university’s designated club hour, “U-Hour.” During this meeting, the officers talk 
about PTS specific events, events hosted by other organizations (Engineers without 
Borders, Robotics Club, ASME, etc). In addition to this, guest speakers from industry, 
commonly CPP professors or alumni, are invited to come and talk to members, often 
giving an overview of their specific job and company and focusing on a topic related to 
their success (e.g. “How to Nail an Interview,” “What to Expect in the Corporate World,” 
resume reviews, etc.). During the non-meeting weeks, a biweekly tutoring session/study 
hall is held for Mechanical Engineering students. This tutoring session serves as the 
primary tutoring session supported by the Mechanical Engineering department. During 
this time, the initiates and current members can help tutor those who have difficulty 
understanding lower level curriculum courses (Vector Statics, Fluid Mechanics, 
Thermodynamics, etc). This gives also serves to give PTS exposure to the department. As 
PTS is an honor society and membership is restricted, we strive to get good exposure and 
find opportunities to encourage students to succeed in the classroom so that they too may 
receive an invitation to the organization.  
 
This year Delta Beta hosted tours at SILMIX® - California, a division of Wacker 
Chemical Corporation in Chino on Friday, November 16th from 9 - 10:30 AM and 
Boeing’s Seal Beach Facility on November 19th from 10 AM - 12 PM. Spring semester 
tours were more difficult to schedule due to club and company scheduling conflicts so 
this was offset by inviting more industry speakers to speak on campus. 


Another event we hosted was the Mechanical Engineering Banquet. This is an event 
where PTS partners with the CPP ASME student chapter to host an event for the 
Mechanical Engineering Department. The planning and cost of the event is typically split 
into three: 25% from ASME, 25% from PTS, and 50% from the department. This year 
the event was held on April 26th, from 6-9 PM at the Claremont DoubleTree. It is an 
evening where both organizations reflect on the year and award students and faculty for 
their work during the course of the academic year. This year’s guest speaker was Moein 
Lak, an engineer working for the Grid Application Integration group in Grid 
Modernization & Resiliency organization at Southern California Edison (SCE). 







 
Fall 2018 Delta Beta Members 


 


 
Spring 2018 Members and 2018-2019 Officers 


 
2018-2019 Officer Board 







  
 


ME Banquet Flier and Itinerary 
 
 
 


 
 


2018-2019 President Minna Mattis and Vice President Joseph Garcia at ME Banquet 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


 2013-2014 


 


Cal Poly Pomona Delta Beta 


 


Introduction 
 


The Cal Poly Pomona Delta Beta Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma made some serious changes in the 


previous year, but there was much work required to continue the growth of our chapter. The 


main objective of our chapter for the 2013-2014 school year was improve the current tutoring 


program, continue the industry lead tours and create more opportunities throughout the quarter to 


socialize with other Pi Tau Sigma Members and Initiates. This would not have been done 


without the help of the following officers: 


 President: Andrew Martens 


 Vice President: Anthony Aguirre 


 Treasurer: Edwin Noriega 


 Secretary: Wesley Gunter 


 Events Coordinator: John Prevel 


 E-Council Rep: Joshua Cheng 


 


To begin planning the year during the summer of 2013, the officers got together several times to 


get to know each other, plan future events, and accomplish the requirements set out by both Pi 


Tau Sigma National and the Cal Poly Pomona State University. A beach trip was held early in 


the summer to get to know one another and begin discussing what the goals were for the 


following quarter. Other meetings followed throughout the summer to complete both the Cal 


Poly Pomona club requirements and to plan a summary calendar for the school year to follow. 


 


Initiation 


 


Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta Chapter has a reputation for producing some of the best Mechanical 


Engineers in the area. The Delta Beta Chapter molds Mechanical Engineers to have the 


necessary skills in the job force and create project work in the most effective way possible. A lot 


of this success is a result of the recruiting regimen. The selection process for inviting Mechanical 


Engineering students to initiate for Pi Tau Sigma – Delta Beta begins well before the first day of 


class. The club contacts the Mechanical Engineering Department two weeks prior to class and 


requests a list of students who meet the following requirements: 


 Top 35% of senior class / 25% of junior class 


 Minimum 3.0 Overall GPA 


 Minimum 2.7 ME GPA (excluding all General Education classes) 


 Minimum 40 ME units completed 


 Minimum 36 units completed at Cal Poly Pomona 


The last two requirements have been implemented to filter out transfer students that come into 


the department with junior status without even taking a single class on campus. After this, the 


initiates are required to go through a quarter long initiation process that includes volunteering for 


the Mechanical Engineering Department a minimum of 5 hours and obtaining 10 signatures from 
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current Pi Tau Sigma members (which includes two from faculty members and three from 


current officers). During this year the Cal Poly Pomona-Delta Beta Fall Initiation, 20 new 


members were initiated into Pi Tau Sigma. This was on track with last year’s initiation numbers 


and greater than in previous years. The Spring Initiation had a total of 29 initiates which really 


allowed for a greater amount of work to be done with the service hour activities shown in this 


year’s Chapter Activities and campus involvement listed below. 
 


Chapter Activities 


Meetings 
 


Meetings were held Thursdays on a bi-weekly basis, always offset of ASME meetings by one 


week. They were during “U-Hour” (between 12 and 1pm) where no classes are scheduled during 


this time. Things typically discussed were upcoming events, community service opportunities 


and initiation progress for the incoming members. At the second meeting of the year there was a 


competition to make the biggest tower from cardstock paper and a couple feet of tape. The tower 


had to stand on its own and was further tested against earthquakes by shaking the tower’s base 


(Building in California means earthquake proofing your structures). There was another similar 


competition that required initiates and members to build the best protection for an egg that was 


dropped from 10ft. These fun events along with videos of groundbreaking engineering advances 


were inserted into every meeting to make them more enjoyable and get students communicating 


and interacting with one another. 
 


Facility Tours 
 


Facility Tours were one of the main focuses for this quarter because it gives students that are 


members or initiates of Pi Tau Sigma a good opportunity to interface with industry and set them 


apart from other resumes that come into the company. Throughout the years many of our 


members have received jobs either directly or indirectly thru Pi Tau Sigma and tours have been a 


large contributing factor. We set our goals on having one tour for each of our three quarters. 


These three tours wouldn’t be possible if it were not for the help of our current members who 


have interned at the companies below. 
 


 Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena 


This facility focuses on the production of unmanned vehicles and probes that are sent into 


space for exploration. During the tour students were taken through many of the different 


sections of the site. The first was the assembly lines where various space craft and 


equipment is produced. Next the tour went to the Mars yard that simulates the 


environment for the actual mars rover! Lastly the tour took students thru the In-Flight 


Operations Center where the equipment for deep space communication is held. 
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Applied Medical, Rancho Santa Margarita 


This site is the company headquarters and also company production center. Each building 


has a specific production purpose producing parts such as surgery equipment, prosthesis, 


as well as general medical equipment. Throughout the tour students were led by 


practicing Engineers who took them throughout the facility describing what types of 


medical equipment the site produces. The tour took students to a room where they were 


able to perform a mock surgery with the same equipment that is used by doctors. They 


also had a full tour of the facilities production line and showed how much of the medical 


equipment and implants used in hospitals are manufactured. 
 


 Boeing, El Segundo 


This tour is actually scheduled for the summer of 2014 due to a scheduling issue that 


came up during the spring quarter. This site of The Boeing Company focuses on the 


design and manufacturing of Satellites. It will take students to see huge vibration tables 


that are used to simulate rocket take-off, life size commercial satellites that span as large 


as a commercial 787 aircraft, and the testing equipment required to properly design 


satellites. 
  


Pi Tau Sigma Campus Involvement  
  


Due to our clubs service hour requirement, the initiates helped out during many events that were 


held by both our club and the Engineering major. Our club was key to success of many of these 


events due to the number of our initiates that participated. 
 


 Pi Tau Sigma Tutoring 


This year we continued the Free Pi Tau Sigma Hosted tutoring for all majors. In hopes of 


increasing interest students would have in the tutoring the officers started put together a 


test bank that included previous finals, midterms and quizzes for all General Education 


and entry level Mechanical Engineering classes. In order gain permission from the 


professors whose test are posted, a form was sent to all professors asking them to sign off 


permission for posting their tests. 
 


Cal Poly Pomona Robot Rally 


 The Annual Robot Rally is a culminating event held at Cal Poly Pomona. Students from 


 all participating schools and after school programs visit Cal Poly Pomona and show off 


 their creations after 20 weeks of learning. Students take part in four, fun-filled, engaging 


 and demanding events such as the Impromptu Obstacle Challenge, Sumo Robot 


 Challenge, Fast Line Following Challenge, and the Teamwork Challenge.  
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 YES Program          


 Youth Engineering Success Program (YES) is the biggest Outreach event of the year for 


 the club society of Women Engineers. They invited about 400 students to visit Cal Poly 


 Pomona to learn more about Cal Poly Pomona and engineering. Most of the time is spent 


 going through labs and doing hands on activities, while the rest of the time is a 


 presentation regarding Information on both Engineering and the Cal Poly campus. The 


 middle and high school students learn more about tuition, scholarships, and most 


 importantly engineering.  


 Mechanical Engineering Banquet        


 This year the officers and department decided to make the annual Cal Poly Pomona 


 Mechanical Engineering Banquet more exciting and have many more social events. With 


 a very general donation from the department and co-hosting the event with ASME, we 


 were able to drop ticket sales from $30 to $15 making us to sell around 170 tickets! This 


 year’s event also had many fun attractions such as a DJ, photo booth, and gag awards. 


 The event also kept some of the traditional events such as speaker, professor awards and 


 dressy attire shown below.  


 
Left to Right: Joshua Cheng, Anthony Aguirre, Andrew Martens, John Prevel, Edwin Noriega, 


Wesley Gunter 
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Future Goals 


Cal Poly Pomona Delta Beta Chapter is heading in the right direction. There were a few ideas 


that were in works that did not get accomplished. The first being more free social events, which 


will cause an increase in the desire of members to come back after initiation and participate. Due 


to the large amount of commuting students, many do not participate in extracurricular activities. 


These fun and free events will draw more people out and increase the overall satisfaction for the 


members. Also, the tutoring program database should continue to grow and also have an increase 


in the amount of advertisement that will let incoming students know about the free tutoring that 


our chapter of Pi Tau Sigma provides. 


Conclusion 


It has been a great year for Cal Poly Pomona Delta Beta chapter of Pi Tau Sigma. There has been 


a lot of good that has came from the hard work of all the officers, members and initiates that 


have participated in the many events that have been hosted this year. The future of the Cal Poly 


Pomona Delta Beta chapter is very bright with the support of the graduated members and the 


resources available due to this year’s officer’s hard work. 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2010 - 2011 
 


Cal Poly Pomona Delta Beta 


 


A. Initiations  
 


The selection process for our initiates this year began week before the start of the initiating 


quarter. We submitted a request for the list of ME students who conformed to the National Pi 


Tau Sigma eligibility requirements (top quarter/third of the junior/senior class). Each of these 


students would receive a letter from the president stating that they were Pi Tau Sigma initiation 


candidates, pending review. 


 


Candidates were reviewed on the following academic criteria: 


 Must have attended Cal Poly Pomona for 1 year 


 Must have completed a minimum of 40 “core” units 


 Must have a minimum core GPA of 2.7 


If a candidate was deemed academically eligible, they were allowed to continue the initiation 


process. They were required to be vetted by the current Pi Tau Sigma members, by obtaining a 


minimum of ten signatures of Pi Tau Sigma members. Two of the signatures were required to be 


Pi Tau Sigma professors, and three had to be from student officers. Signature were not allowed 


to be gained at official Pi Tau Sigma functions, but had to be sought out in classes, project 


meeting, study sessions, or similar. We also required initiates to do 5 hours of community 


service, either to the department or in some engineering capacity. 


 


Initiations were carried out in the last academic week of Fall and Spring quarters. Initiates were 


invited to bring witnesses to the ceremony, which was held in a darkened room in the student 


union. A strict formal dress code was imposed on the initiation ceremonies. The president and 


vice president would carry out the ceremony as per the Pi Tau Sigma charter. The Crest and 


Badge were presented to the initiates by other members of the Pi Tau Sigma Board. Finally, the 


president would conclude the ceremony by welcoming each initiate into Pi Tau Sigma 


individually by sharing the Pi Tau Sigma secret handshake. All other Pi Tau Sigma officers, 


professors, and witnesses were invited to share in this ritualistic welcoming. 


 


B. Chapter Activities  
 


This year Pi Tau Sigma Delta Beta joined in with the other engineering clubs in several general 


engineering events. The first was the engineering club fair, where the engineering clubs would 


gather to promote themselves to the incoming students. Delta Beta students would talk to new 


ME students and give them the advice gathered from years of academic experience. We also 


advertised the Pi Tau Sigma weekly ME tutoring, held every Tuesday. This tutoring was held 


with two purposes in mind: to give Pi Tau Sigma initiates an opportunity for service hours, and 


to help new or struggling students to have the chance to become future Pi tau Sigma initiates. 


 







We also participated in national Engineering Week. Here, not only did we advertise tutoring, we 


also hosted a „Pi‟ the Professor booth. Doctors Chuan-Chiang Chen and Kathleen M. Puskar 


graciously agreed to have tins of whipped cream shoved in their face as a form of karmic 


retribution for the students. 


 


Delta Beta sent two representatives to the annual convention: President John Gates and Vice 


President Chandler Hwe. They found a wealth of information and support from the Pi Tau Sigma 


national leadership and other student chapters. While it was too late in implement some of the 


idea put forward by other student chapters, those suggestions have been passed down to next 


year‟s student leadership. 


 


Elections for the new Pi Tau Sigma E-board were carried out in the middle of the Spring quarter. 


The following are the 2011-2012 Cal Poly Delta Beta E-board. 


 President: Andrew Pytlynski 


 Vice President: Adam Clark 


 Treasurer: Chandler Hwe 


 Secretary: Marc Munzing 


 Activities Coordinator: Kaitlin Hom 


 E-Council Representative: Justin Underwood 


The Advisor of Pi Tau Sigma remains Professor David Miller. 


 


Our final activity for the quarter was the Mechanical Engineering Banquet, hosted by Pi tau 


Sigma with help from the Cal Poly ASME student chapter. It was held at the Royal Vista 


Country Club in Walnut, Ca. This banquet was a huge success for the club, as both Professors 


and Students seemed to all have a really good time in a less rigid setting. Pi Tau Sigma 


recognized retiring professors Gary W. Koonce, John R. Biddle, Michael T. Shelton, and Charles 


L. Ritz for their years of service to the department. The mechanical engineering student body 


also handed out several professor awards, celebrating the student‟s favorite and most interesting 


professors. The final award of the night was the first annual Pi Tau Sigma Delta Beta purple 


shaft award, given to Doctor Peter Dashner, in recognition of his incredibly challenging but also 


incredibly awarding teaching. Finally, the current E-board formally transitioned their leadership 


to the incoming e-board. 


 


C. Other  


The following is a copy of the initiation letter sent of Pi Tau Sigma eligible candidates. 


  







 


 


 


 


 


 
21 September 2010 


Dear Mechanical Engineering Student,  


 


Congratulations, you have been selected as a candidate for initiation into the mechanical engineering honor society, Pi Tau 
Sigma. 
 
Pi Tau Sigma was formed at the University of Illinois to acknowledge the achievements of the very best that the mechanical 
engineering profession had to offer, as well as to promote the integrity, service, and leadership of mechanical engineering 
students. To date there are 157 different chapters and thousands of members still fostering these ideals in all aspects of the 
profession. 
 
As a member of Pi Tau Sigma, you would be formally recognized as among the best that the school has to offer in the 
mechanical engineering field. You would be tasked with upholding the values of integrity, service, and leadership that have 
defined the organization for 95 years. Membership lasts a lifetime; once initiated, you will carry the honor of Pi Tau Sigma 
membership for your life. 
 
By receiving this letter, you have been identified as among the top 25% of the Junior class or top 35% of the Senior class. 
Unfortunately, that does not automatically qualify you for initiation into Pi Tau Sigma. To qualify for initiation, a student 
must have completed at least one year at Cal Poly Pomona, must  have completed a minimum of 40 core units (must be 
taking 300-level ME courses), and must have a minimum ME GPA of 2.7. To verify that you meet these requirements, we 
request that you bring an unofficial transcript with you to your first meeting. If you do not currently meet one or more of 
these requirements, we cannot initiate you into PI Tau Sigma at this time. However, we initiate students twice a year, so 
you can expect to have the opportunity again in the future. 
 
If you meet the initiation requirements, or have any questions whatsoever, we invite you to join us at the first meeting of 
the school year next Thursday, September 30


th
, at 12:00 in room 9-255. You may also e-mail us at 


PiTauSigma.calpoly@gmail.com. 
 
Again, congratulations, and we look forward to seeing you shortly. 
 
John Gates 
President 
jagates@csupomona.edu 
 
Chandler Hwe 
Vice President 
ckhwe@csupomona.edu 
 
 
 
 


California State Polytechnic University, Pomona 
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Pi Tau Sigma Representatives from Georgia Tech and Cal Poly Pomona celebrate the last day of the 2011 Annual Pi Tau 


Sigma convention in Chicago, IL with their creation: a snowman named Phillip Tiberius Sanders 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2015-2016 


 


Cal Poly Pomona – Delta Beta Chapter 


 


 


FOREWORD 


 


The academic year of 2015-2016 proved to be exciting and challenging for the Delta Beta 


chapter. The executive board worked tirelessly to continue and improve the legacy and prestige 


of Pi Tau Sigma on campus. The primary and overarching goal for this year was to increase 


member participation, garnering loyalty and pride for the honor society. Retaining members at 


Cal Poly Pomona is difficult because it is largely a commuter campus. Other objectives for the 


chapter included the provision of facility tours, weekly tutoring sessions, and the annual 


Mechanical Engineering department banquet. All accomplishments of the Delta Beta chapter 


could not have been possible without the efforts of the following members of the executive board 


and the club advisor: 
 


 President     Eric Cruz 


 Vice President     Richard Lee 


 Treasurer     Andres Palomino 


 Secretary     Daniel Martinez-Gamboa 


 Events Coordinator    Danny Chon 


 Engineering Council Representative  Aaron McCain 


 Advisor     Professor David L. Miller 
 


 


INITIATION 


 


Before the beginning of the school year, the initiation process was structured and refined. The 


website created in the previous year was edited to provide the information of the current officers 


as well as events planned for each month. Frequent meetings were held to discuss the activities 


regarding initiation, as well as to discuss the master plan for the whole year. The fundamental 


qualifications to receive a bid to initiate remained the same: 
 


● Top 35% of Senior Class / Top 25% of Junior Class 


● 3.0 Overall GPA Minimum 


● 2.7 ME GPA Minimum (core units only, excludes General Education) 


● 40 ME Units Completed Minimum 


● 36 Units Completed at Cal Poly Pomona 


 


The last two hard requirements were implemented to ensure a form of residency at the college, 


since Junior and Senior status can be achieved in other ways without going through the 


curriculum at Cal Poly Pomona (transfer students, AP credit, etc.). Completion of the following 


tasks throughout the course of a quarter were requirements to finish initiation: 
 







● Obtain Signatures from Ten Active Pi Tau Sigma Members (2 Professors, 3 Officers 


Mandatory) 


● Payment of Lifetime Membership Dues 


● Complete 5 Service Hours 


● Complete 3 Networking Hours 


● Attend Initiation Ceremony 


 


Historically, networking hours were not part of the initiation, but were added in an effort to 


increase social interaction between the incoming members, creating stronger bonds with Pi Tau 


Sigma so that they would return and contribute to the future of the club. For both quarters of 


initiation, this requirement was treated with flexibility, and those who had difficulty acquiring 


them were highly encouraged to seek help from officers. Going on a facility tour counted as 2 


hours, regardless of the duration of the tour; going to a company info session counted as 1 hour, 


regardless of duration. Both community service opportunities and networking opportunities were 


sought and provided by the executive board to further aid the initiates. Opportunities for 


internships, full-time jobs, and scholarships were also sought out for the members. 
 


Pi Tau Sigma 2015-2016 New Members 


Fall 2015 Spring 2016 


 


Adam Reyes 


Alec Hasegawa 


Christopher Drake 


James Turcato 


Juan Santos 


Kevin Rorick 


Mitchell Duran 


Nicholas Martinez 


Ryan Goff 


Suzanne Shihadeh 


Willes Lee 


 


 


Anthony Nguyen 


Christopher Hitchcock 


Benjamin Trinh 


Benny Ly 


Phillip Campos 


Kevin Wong 


Victor Lopez 


Yujiro Goto 


 


 


 


Initiation meetings were held bi-monthly, and were typically on the odd Tussday of the 10 week 


quarter system at Cal Poly Pomona. There were 4 meetings total before the ceremonies for each 


quarter that initiation was held (Fall and Spring). The first meeting was mainly an introduction of 


what Pi Tau Sigma was about, and initiate sheets were passed out so that potential members 


could begin completing their tasks. Human bingo was the main event for the second meeting, 


allowing those in attendance to meet new people and engage in a social activity. During the third 


meeting, a friendly competition with an egg drop contest strengthened new bonds and 


encouraged the initiates to work together to achieve a common goal. For the last meeting, pros 


and cons of the initiation process were discussed so that future activities could enhance the 


experience of candidates, strengthening their connection with Pi Tau Sigma. At every meeting, 


current and upcoming events were always announced, and help was always offered for any 


aspect of the process. The initiation ceremonies were carried out professionally and successfully, 


and new members were treated out to eat afterwards. Combining the fall and spring quarter 


initiations, the Delta Beta chapter successfully inducted 11 new members. 







 


  
  Figure 1: Fall 2015 Initiates       


 


 
Figure 2: 2016 Mechanical Engineering Banquet 


 


CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 


 


Facility Tours 


Traditionally, tours at different engineering companies are planned so that Pi Tau Sigma 


members can explore the possibilities that the industry may offer, as well as create possible job 


opportunities if they are available. They have a first-hand experience of real life applications in 







engineering, which will further aid their pursuit of their desired career paths. There is typically 


one tour per quarter. 
 


Applied Medical 


During the fall, members were able to see engineering being applied in the medical industry. 


Applied Medical designs and manufactures devices used in laparoscopic surgeries, and they aim 


to produce products that minimize entry wounds during surgery. The company is vertically 


integrated, where pretty much all processes from design to production are done in-house. 


Members were exposed to processes involving plastic and rubber, and the tour guides provided 


an extensive walk through of the entire lifecycle of a product. 
 


 
Figure 3: Applied Medical Tour 


 


 


 


Philadelphia Gear (Timken) 


During the Spring quarter, members were able to see the manufacturing of industrial gears and 


components. The members were able to to connect their machine design class knowledge to this 


tour so they were able to get a great perspective on how to apply theory to practical applications. 
 


Workshops 


In an effort to create stronger ties with current and incoming members, a few social events were 


planned. Welding and 3D printer workshops were hosted at a local hackerspace free of charge to 


members. The members gained knowledge and hands-on experience on different types of 


welding technique as well as be able to assemble a 3D printer. These workshops were hosted 


once per quarter. 
 


  


Pi Tau Sigma 2016 National Convention 


 


This year Cal Poly Pomona was able to send 5 officers and 3 members to the conference at the 


University of Southern California free of charge. Since USC is located near Cal Poly Pomona, 


the officers set up a carpool every day of the event. It was an amazing experience for all who 


attended, being able to network with peers from all over the country. The group collaborated 


with other chapters in sharing old ideas and traditions while developing plans for the future. 







Seeing the passion and success of other chapters instilled motivation to improve the status and 


success of the Delta Beta chapter. 
 


CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT 


 


Tutoring/Advising 


As always, Pi Tau Sigma hosted weekly tutoring and advising sessions during University Hour, 


an hour when there is no class being held. Most subjects that were tutored were for the 


fundamental classes such as statics or dynamics, but all were welcome and officers did their best 


to answer any and all questions. Students also came to be advised about planning their course 


paths, calling on the knowledge of the veteran students in the program.  
 


Robot Rally 


The Robot Rally is an event hosted by the mechanical engineering department annually, which 


invites local schools to participate in various competitions involving Lego systems and robotics. 


Students of all ages flood the engineering meadow to win in competitions such as the Impromptu 


Obstacle Challenge, Sumo Robot Challenge, Fast Line Following Challenge, and the Teamwork 


Challenge. 
 


45th Annual Mechanical Engineering Department Banquet 


Every year, Pi Tau Sigma plans and hosts a banquet for the mechanical engineering department 


and its students to celebrate the achievements and successes of students and professors alike. In 


recent years, ASME was enlisted to support the event because of the amount of work needed to 


host an event for a program as big as the Cal Poly Pomona mechanical engineering program. Mr. 


Ganpat Patel was invited to impart his massive bank of knowledge and wisdom to students who 


wonder about the most important things to remember when they go out into the real world. He is 


President & Founder, Cherokee International, Inc. and Founder & Patron-in-Chief, Ganpat 


University, Gujarat, India. Professors who excelled in the past year were recognized, and those 


involved in helping plan the banquet were appreciated. Other festivities for the night included a 


dinner buffet, a photo booth, a dance floor, and a prize raffle. The new Pi Tau Sigma Delta Beta 


chapter executive board was introduced, and the outgoing officers were recognized and 


appreciated for their service. 
 


 


 


  


  


 


 







 
Figure 4: Ganpat Patel 


 
 


Figure 5: Current and New Officers 


 
Figure 6: Mechanical Engineering Banquet Flier 


 


 


 


 


 


 







FUTURE GOALS/CONCLUSIONS 


 


One of the biggest goals will still be to improve the connections and member base between Pi 


Tau Sigma and its members. The vision is to be able to host a national convention for Pi Tau 


Sigma and to contend for the awards for the best chapter. The minimum expectation for 


involvement of the chapter should be to maintain tutoring services and facility tours every 


quarter. The Delta Beta chapter has seen stupendous growth in recent years, and the reputation of 


Pi Tau Sigma is only getting better. This year, Pi Tau Sigma had a retention rate of 100%, having 


all of its new members be active after their initiation. With the implementation of networking 


hours, more students have come back and asked to be more involved with the club. It has been an 


incredible year for this chapter, and it will continue to grow and mature to become one of the 


greatest clubs to be a part of at Cal Poly Pomona.  








Annual Chapter Report 


2017-2018 


Cal Poly Delta Beta 


A. Initiations 


There were two initiations held during this academic school year. Due to Cal Poly 


Pomona being a “Quarter-Based” college, there was one held in the Fall Quarter and one 


in the Spring Quarter.  


Traditionally the Fall Quarter is the period where the Delta Beta chapter experiences the 


largest growth. This year, we had 24 members join that quarter and another 9 during the 


Spring Quarter. The Fall initiation was held on November 27, 2017 and the Spring 


initiation was held on May 9, 2018. 


The requirements to initiate into the chapter mirrors that set by the national chapter. The 


individual needs to be in the top 25% and 35% of their class year, Junior and Senior class 


respectively. One additional requirement our chapter has is the amount of Cal Poly 


Pomona Units they have completed. This requirement ensures that the individual has 


attended at least two quarters at the school. This checks to see if their GPA reflects their 


engineering grades at Cal Poly Pomona. 


 


B. Chapter Activity 


Every initiation period, the chapter hosts a “Bowling Night.” This event is for the 


initiates, provided by the chapter, to get to know more about the honor society and 


socialize with the members and faculty members involved in the organization.  


 


There is a PTS meeting every week. On the “odd number” weeks, PTS will host a general 


meeting during our schools designated club hour, “U-Hr.” During this meeting, I will talk 


about PTS specific events, events hosted by other organizations (Engineers without 


borders, Robotics Club, ASME, etc). In addition to this, we have guest speakers from the 


school and industry talk about stuff relevant to the industry. This ranges from talks about 


how to improve soft skills and about the company’s specific goal and fundamentals. This 


year, our chapter was given a partnership with local Aerospace company, Northrop 


Grumman. Those are some of the things discussed during our “odd number” week 


meetings. On our “even number” week meetings, the honor society offers tutoring for any 


engineering student. The initiates and current members help tutor those who have 


difficulty understanding the lower level curriculum course (Vector statics, Fluid 


Mechanics, Thermodynamics, etc). This give PTS more exposure to the rest of the 


school. Since PTS is an honor society and membership is restricted, it is good to get 


exposure since the organization cannot go to the club fair to get new members.  


 


We had a facility tour with a local California company, Applied Medical, this year. The 


tour was held on April 20th. During the tour, the engineers at Applied Medical showed the 


students the facility. They showed them how they designed various components and how 







it is manufactured. The tour lasted from 9AM to 1PM and afterwards the hiring managers 


of several sectors talked to each member to see if they were a good fit for the company. 


Our chapter tries to get tours will local companies that are affiliated with the school. It 


helps our members get into fields of their interest and it helps the company get quality 


engineers right out of college. 


 


Another event we hosted was the Mechanical Engineering Banquet. This is an event 


where PTS partners with our local ASME student chapter to host an event with the 


Mechanical Engineering Department. The planning and cost of the event is split into 


three: 25% from ASME, 25% from PTS, and 50% from the department. This year the 


event was held on May 11th, from 6-9PM at the Kellogg House on our campus. It is an 


evening where both organizations reflect on the year and to award faculty and peers for 


their work this academic year. This year we had the please to have Jesus Montes, a Senior 


Executive officer at LA Metro, talk about his life story and what he gained as an 


engineer. 


 


 
ME Banquet Flier and Ticket 


 
Guest Speaker: Jesus Montes Senior Executive Officer of LA Metro 







 
Pictures of the ME Banquet 2017-2018 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


2011 – 2012 
 


Cal Poly Pomona Delta Beta 
 


A. Initiations  
 
In order to ensure that only the finest students, academically speaking, are initiated into Pi Tau 
Sigma, Cal Poly Pomona Delta Beta Chapter receives a list of all qualifying students from the 
Dean of Engineering.  Only juniors who were in the top 35% of their class and seniors who were 
in the top 25% of their class and also met a minimum of a 3.0 GPA qualified for consideration of 
initiation into Pi Tau Sigma.  The Delta Beta Chapter also placed more restrictive criteria to 
ensure that the qualifying students did so with established authority.  The additional requirements 
upon which the Dean of Engineering selected those students that qualified for consideration of 
initiation include: 
 


• At least 40 core (Mechanical Engineering) units completed 
• At least 36 units completed at Cal Poly Pomona (for Transfer Students) 
• Minimum of 2.7 Mechanical Engineering GPA (does not include General Ed Courses) 
 


Although the above criteria established those who academically qualified, students also had to 
complete two more requirements.  They were required to gather ten signatures from current Pi 
Tau Sigma members.  Two were required to be from Faculty members and three were required to 
be from student officers.  No signatures were allowed to be gained at official Pi Tau Sigma 
meetings and events, thus forcing new hopeful initiates to seek out members and to meet them on 
a personal level.  At a minimum of 5 community service hours were also required from each 
hopeful initiate.  Although the service hours were aimed towards aiding the Mechanical 
Engineering Department, any community service was welcomed to count towards the 
requirement.  The idea behind requiring service hours was that although initiates had established 
themselves as the best that the Mechanical Engineering Department had to offer, they gave back 
to the community that helped them reach their goals and academic proficiency.  Only by 
qualifying and fulfilling all requirements were students allowed to initiate into Pi Tau Sigma.   
 
 
During the 2011-2012 Academic School Year, Cal Poly Pomona conducted two initiation 
ceremonies.  The fall initiation ceremony was held on December 1, 2011 when 15 new members 
were initiated into Pi Tau Sigma.  The spring initiation ceremony was held on May 17, 2012 
when 22 new members were initiated into Pi Tau Sigma.  The following lists the names of the 
new initiates that were initiated during the 2011-2012 Academic School Year by the Cal Poly 
Pomona Delta Beta Chapter.   


 
  
 
 
 







Fall 2011 Initiates:  
 


William Chase 
Michael Choy 
Benjamin Escoto 
Earl S. Esteban 
Zach Hadley 
Sam Halstead 
Jonathan Mahr 
Tan Nguyen 


Brian Ramirez 
Michael Schantz 
Ross Stringham 
Michelle Tomey 
John Treadwell 
Koshy Vargheses 
Justin Wolfe 


 
Spring 2012 Initiates: 


 
Alex Biewlawiec 
Michael Blumenthal 
Felix Chang 
Guillermo Corona 
Miles Craig 
Matthew DeVost 
Christopher Duff 
Christopher Frank 
Jacob Goering 
Charles Lowry 
Bejan Maghsoodi 


Andrew Martens 
Mario Ortega 
Bradley Parke 
Ryan Rebick 
Andrew Siefert 
Nick Smyth 
Andrew Staples 
David Stark 
Victor Tafolla 
Trent Wells 
Alexander Wong 


 
 


B. Chapter Activities 
 


During the 2011-2012 Academic school year, Pi Tau Sigma Delta Beta participated in and 
hosted several events.  The first big event at Cal Poly Pomona for Engineering clubs is the 
Engineering Welcome Club Fair.  This is an opportunity for all Engineering clubs to set up a 
booth and expose themselves to all of the Engineering students on campus.  Although we 
cannot simply just add members, we were able to talk to a lot of younger students, freshmen 
and sophomores, and get them interested and motivated to try to get into Pi Tau Sigma.  It is 
our goal on campus to motivate all Mechanical Engineering students to attain the highest 
academic level possible and to be the best students that they can be.  We sold t-shirts and 
enjoyed spreading the word to as many ME students as possible that Pi Tau Sigma should be 
there goal why here at Cal Poly Pomona.   
 
Continuing the long standing tradition, every Tuesday during University hour (12:00 – 1:00 
PM) Delta Beta offered free tutoring to all Engineering students for Mechanical Engineering 
courses.  Many of the Engineering disciplines take our lower level courses such as Vector 
Statics, 2-D Vector Dynamics, Strength of Materials, the first Thermodynamics, and the first 
Fluid Mechanics.  This not only is a way to give back and help the lower level students, but it 
also provides an opportunity for our initiates to prove that they are truly knowledgeable of 
the subject matter and to earn service hours required for initiation.  We understand that 







Engineering is difficult and we go out of our way to help ensure that the younger students 
grasp important topics that they will need for the rest of their academic and professional 
careers.   
 
The next big event that Delta Beta participated in was the National Engineering Week (E-
Week).  During the week, Engineering clubs set up booths, held games and events for 
students to participate in, and a friendly competition was held amongst all clubs that were 
involved.  This year Delta Beta held a riddle booth where students were asked riddles and if 
they could solve them they were awarded with a Mechanical Engineering t-shirt.  We had a 
good turn out and a lot of students were stumped by the riddles they were given.  As being 
one of the most academically driven clubs on campus, we strove to make it challenging for 
the students who were up for the challenge.   
 
In an attempt to get the Delta Beta members to be more active, Delta Beta set up a tour of 
Boeing in El Segundo of their satellite floor.  About 20 members went on the tour and had a 
really enjoyable time seeing and learning how satellites are tested in order to make sure that 
are prepared for action in outer space.   
 
Delta Beta sent five representatives to the annual national convention that was held at the San 
Jose State University.  Due to the relative closeness, we drove up and had a really great time.  
An abundance of great information such as what other chapters hold for events, how they 
keep their members involved, and the various ways they gave back to their surrounding 
communities was learned.  While it was late in the year, the valuable notes and suggestions 
were passed along to the 2012-2013 academic school year student officers.  The officer 
elections were held during the Spring quarter.  The 2011-2012 and newly elected 2012-2013 
officers are as follows: 
 
 
 2011-2012       
  President: Andrew Pytlinski 
  Vice-President: Adam Clark 
  Treasurer: Chandler Hwe 
  Secretary: Marc Munzing 
  Activities Coordinator: Kaitlin Hom 
  E-Council Representative: Justin Underwood 
 
 2012-2013 
  President: Christopher Colizzi 
  Vice-President: Andrew Pytlinski 
  Treasurer: Alex Biewlawiec 
  Secretary: Chris Duff 
  Activities Coordinator: Guillermo Corona 
  E-Council Representative: Andrew Martens 
 
 The Faculty Advisor will remain Professor David Miller 
 







The final event that was held towards the end of the Spring Quarter was the annual 
Mechanical Engineering Banquet, which was hosted by Pi Tau Sigma Delta Beta.  This event 
is by far the biggest event during the entire school year.  In years past around 40 – 50 
students and faculty attend but this year, due to the great efforts of the student officers, we 
were able to crush the norm and we had a record about 100 students and faculty attend.  The 
ME Banquet is an end of the year celebration open to the entire Mechanical Engineering 
department and is meant for students and faculty to come and enjoy a nice evening while 
celebrating all that was accomplished throughout the year.  The dress is semi-formal, a nice 
dinner is served, games and awards are played and won, and the highlight of the night is a 
guest speaker from industry.  The guest speaker is brought in to give their advice to all 
students in attendance and to share their stories and experience as an Engineer in the 
professional world.  Always an inspiring time, students and faculty alike appreciate what 
each and every guest speaker has to say.  At the end of the banquet, Pi Tau Sigma holds their 
officer transitions so that the entire ME Department may see the faces of who will be leading 
the most important Mechanical Engineering group on campus.  Also at the banquet, faculty 
awards that were previously voted on by Pi Tau Sigma members are presented as a token of 
appreciation and gratitude for all of the hard work that the supporting staff and professors 
provided during the school year.  Without them, our Mechanical Engineering program 
wouldn’t be the nationally recognized program that it is.  








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


2014-2015 
 


Cal Poly Pomona – Delta Beta Chapter 
 
 


FOREWORD 
 
The academic year of 2014-2015 proved to be exciting and challenging for the Delta Beta 
chapter. The executive board worked tirelessly to continue and improve the legacy and prestige 
of Pi Tau Sigma on campus. The primary and overarching goal for this year was to increase 
member participation, garnering loyalty and pride for the honor society. Retaining members at 
Cal Poly Pomona is difficult because it is largely a commuter campus. Other objectives for the 
chapter included the provision of facility tours, weekly tutoring sessions, and the annual 
Mechanical Engineering department banquet. All accomplishments of the Delta Beta chapter 
could not have been possible without the efforts of the following members of the executive board 
and the club advisor: 
 
 President     Joshua Cheng 
 Vice President     Menooa Zhorabian 
 Treasurer     Colin Danahy 
 Secretary     Kevin Orozco 
 Events Coordinator    Shin Dilpare 
 Engineering Council Representative  Kylie Webster 
 Advisor     Professor David L. Miller 
 
 
INITIATION 
 
Before the beginning of the school year, the initiation process was structured and refined. A 
brand new website was created and replaced the old and antiquated website in order to provide 
members and initiates quick access to the most important information pertaining to the club’s 
activities. Frequent meetings were held to discuss the activities regarding initiation, as well as to 
discuss the master plan for the whole year. The fundamental qualifications to receive a bid to 
initiate remained the same: 
 


• Top 35% of Senior Class / Top 25% of Junior Class 
• 3.0 Overall GPA Minimum 
• 2.7 ME GPA Minimum (core units only, excludes General Education) 
• 40 ME Units Completed Minimum 
• 36 Units Completed at Cal Poly Pomona 


 
The last two hard requirements were implemented to ensure a form of residency at the college, 
since Junior and Senior status can be achieved in other ways without going through the 







curriculum at Cal Poly Pomona (transfer students, AP credit, etc.). Completion of the following 
tasks throughout the course of a quarter were requirements to finish initiation: 
 


• Obtain Signatures from Ten Active Pi Tau Sigma Members (2 Professors, 3 Officers 
Mandatory) 


• Payment of Lifetime Membership Dues 
• Complete 5 Service Hours 
• Complete 3 Networking Hours 
• Attend Initiation Ceremony 


 
Historically, networking hours were not part of the initiation, but were added in an effort to 
increase social interaction between the incoming members, creating stronger bonds with Pi Tau 
Sigma so that they would return and contribute to the future of the club. For both quarters of 
initiation, this requirement was treated with flexibility, and those who had difficulty acquiring 
them were highly encouraged to seek help from officers. Going on a facility tour counted as 2 
hours, regardless of the duration of the tour; going to a company info session counted as 1 hour, 
regardless of duration; bowling nights were held every odd Thursday night; fundraisers at local 
restaurants were planned mainly for the purpose of networking. Both community service 
opportunities and networking opportunities were sought and provided by the executive board to 
further aid the initiates. 
 


Pi Tau Sigma 2014-2015 New Members 
Fall 2014 Spring 2015 


 
Alyssa Endo 


Juan Carlos Miranda 
Emilio Mercado 


Mike Curtis 
Jim Amani 
Joel Estby 


Danny Chon 
Daniel Martinez Gamboa 


Phoo Khine 
David Gomez 


Sevan Hovsepian 
Kyle Marty 


 


 
Cody Bills 
Eric Cruz 


Brijesh Verma 
Marcelo Murcia 


Richard Lee 
Aaron McCain 


Andres Palomino 
Miguel Cortes 
Raymond Yip 
Rachel Irwin 


Andrew Simecka 
Yovani Esperon 


 
 
Initiation meetings were held bi-monthly, and were typically on the odd Thursday of the 10 week 
quarter system at Cal Poly Pomona. There were 4 meetings total before the ceremony for each 
quarter that initiation was held (Fall and Spring). The first meeting was mainly an introduction of 
what Pi Tau Sigma was about, and initiate sheets were passed out so that potential members 
could begin completing their tasks. Human bingo was the main event for the second meeting, 
allowing those in attendance to meet new people and engage in a social activity. During the third 
meeting, a friendly competition with an egg drop contest strengthened new bonds and 
encouraged the initiates to work together to achieve a common goal. For the last meeting, pizza 







was provided free of charge to the initiates, and pros and cons of the initiation process were 
discussed so that future activities could enhance the experience of candidates, strengthening their 
connection with Pi Tau Sigma. At every meeting, current and upcoming events were always 
announced, and help was always offered for any aspect of the process. The initiation ceremonies 
were carried out professionally and successfully, and new members were treated out to eat 
afterwards. Combining the fall and spring quarter initiations, the Delta Beta chapter successfully 
inducted 24 new members. 
 


  
  Figure 1: Fall 2014 Initiates      Figure 2: Spring 2015 Initiates 


 


 
Figure 3: Initiation Ceremony Dinner 


 
CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 
 
Facility Tours 
Traditionally, tours at different engineering companies are planned so that Pi Tau Sigma 
members can explore the possibilities that the industry may offer, as well as create possible job 
opportunities if they are available. They have a first-hand experience of real life applications in 
engineering, which will further aid their pursuit of their desired career paths. There is typically 
one tour per quarter. 
 







Boeing El Segundo 
The first tour of the year was planned during the summer, and members were able to see the 
Boeing satellite production facility in El Segundo. The sheer size of one satellite was incredibly 
impressive, and members were able to see vibration tables used to simulate take-off, some 
massive anechoic chambers, and heat exchangers capable of reaching immensely high 
temperatures.  
 
Applied Medical 
During the fall, members were able to see engineering being applied in the medical industry. 
Applied Medical designs and manufactures devices used in laparoscopic surgeries, and they aim 
to produce products that minimize entry wounds during surgery. The company is vertically 
integrated, where pretty much all processes from design to production are done in-house. 
Members were exposed to processes involving plastic and rubber, and the tour guides provided 
an extensive walk through of the entire life cycle of a product. 
 


 
Figure 4: Applied Medical Tour 


 
Spadra Energy Plant 
Due to unforeseen circumstances, there was no tour during winter quarter. To compensate, two 
tours were scheduled during the spring quarter. The energy sector was explored through Spadra 
Energy Plant, located just a few minutes away from Cal Poly Pomona. It is a conventional 
Rankine cycle steam power plant that converts gas into energy.  
 
Northrop Grumman Space Park and El Segundo 
The second tour during the spring quarter was held at Northrop Grumman. Members learned 
about the history of the company in a brand new section developed specifically for the purpose 
of educating the public about their past achievements. A few people were even fortunate enough 
to try a flight simulator! Afterwards, the group was brought to the El Segundo site. The tour 
guides walked the group through the process of making composites, which included one of the 
largest thermal ovens on the west coast. Members were able to see first-hand the assembly line 
for the tail end of one of the fighter jets in service. 
 
Social Events 
In an effort to create stronger ties with current and incoming members, a few social events were 
planned. Bowling nights were held on odd Thursday nights in a 10 week quarter system at Oak 







Tree Lanes, a bowling alley that is 5 minutes away from school. Prices were cheap on Thursday 
nights, and members enjoyed some friendly competition and good company. Fundraisers were 
also planned, and they turned into social events where members sat together and indulged in 
conversation and delicious food. The two local restaurants that hosted the fundraisers were Cha 
For Tea and Panda Express. 
 


  
Figure 5: Fundraising Flyers 


 
Pi Tau Sigma 2015 National Convention 


 


 
Figure 6: Delta Beta Chapter at Convention 


 
This year Cal Poly Pomona was able to send 5 members to the national convention in Urbana, 
Illinois. It was an amazing experience for all who attended, being able to network with peers 
from all over the country. The group collaborated with other chapters in sharing old ideas and 
traditions while developing plans for the future. Seeing the passion and success of other chapters 
instilled motivation to improve the status and success of the Delta Beta chapter. 
 
 







   
   Figure 7: Group photo with San Jose State          Figure 8: Group photo with Hawaii 
 
 
CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT 
 
Tutoring/Advising 
As always, Pi Tau Sigma hosted weekly tutoring and advising sessions during University Hour, 
an hour when there is no class being held. Most subjects that were tutored were for the 
fundamental classes such as statics or dynamics, but all were welcome and officers did their best 
to answer any and all questions. Students also came to be advised about planning their course 
paths, calling on the knowledge of the veteran students in the program.  
 
Robot Rally 
The Robot Rally is an event hosted by the mechanical engineering department annually, which 
invites local schools to participate in various competitions involving Lego systems and robotics. 
Students of all ages flood the engineering meadow to win in competitions such as the Impromptu 
Obstacle Challenge, Sumo Robot Challenge, Fast Line Following Challenge, and the Teamwork 
Challenge. 
 
44th Annual Mechanical Engineering Department Banquet 
Every year, Pi Tau Sigma plans and hosts a banquet for the mechanical engineering department 
and its students to celebrate the achievements and successes of students and professors alike. In 
recent years, ASME was enlisted to support the event because of the amount of work needed to 
host an event for a program as big as the Cal Poly Pomona mechanical engineering program. Mr. 
James Chew was invited to impart his massive bank of knowledge and wisdom to students who 
wonder about the most important things to remember when they go out into the real world. He is 
currently the chairman of the National Defense Industry Association for the Science and 
Engineering Technology Division, and has 31 years of experience in the aerospace, automotive, 
stored energy, and education fields. Professors who excelled in the past year were recognized, 
and those involved in helping plan the banquet were appreciated. Other festivities for the night 
included a pasta dinner with hors d’oeuvres and dessert, a photo booth, a dance floor, and a prize 
raffle. The new Pi Tau Sigma Delta Beta chapter executive board were introduced, and the 
outgoing officers were recognized and appreciated for their service. 
 
 
 







  
  
 
 


 
Figure 9: 2014-2015 Officers 


 


 
Figure 10: ME Department Banquet 


 
 
FUTURE GOALS/CONCLUCIONS 
 
One of the biggest goals will still be to improve the connections and member base between Pi 
Tau Sigma and its members. The vision is to be able to host a national convention for Pi Tau 
Sigma and to contend for the awards for the best chapter. The minimum expectation for 
involvement of the chapter should be to maintain tutoring services and facility tours every 
quarter. The Delta Beta chapter has seen stupendous growth in recent years, and the reputation of 
Pi Tau Sigma is only getting better. With the implementation of networking hours, more students 
have come back and asked to be more involved with the club. It has been an incredible year for 
this chapter, and it will continue to grow and mature to become one of the greatest clubs to be a 
part of at Cal Poly Pomona. 
 
 







 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2016-2017 


 


Cal Poly Pomona – Delta Beta Chapter 


 


 


FOREWORD 


 


The academic year of 2016-2017 proved to be exciting and challenging for the Delta Beta 


chapter. The executive board worked tirelessly to continue and improve the legacy and prestige 


of Pi Tau Sigma on campus. The primary and overarching goal for this year was to increase 


member participation, garnering loyalty and pride for the honor society. Retaining members at 


Cal Poly Pomona is difficult because it is largely a commuter campus. Other objectives for the 


chapter included the provision of facility tours, weekly tutoring sessions, and the annual 


Mechanical Engineering department banquet. All accomplishments of the Delta Beta chapter 


could not have been possible without the efforts of the following members of the executive board 


and the club advisor: 
 


 President     Suzanne Shihadeh 


 Vice President     Aaron McCain 


 Treasurer     Benjamin Trinh 


 Secretary     Benny Ly 


 Events Coordinator    Kevin Rorick 


 Engineering Council Representative  Raymond Yip 


 Advisor     Professor David L. Miller 
 


INITIATION 


 


Before the beginning of the school year, the initiation process was structured and refined. The 


website created in the previous year was edited to provide the information of the current officers 


as well as events planned for each month. Frequent meetings were held to discuss the activities 


regarding initiation, as well as to discuss the master plan for the whole year. The fundamental 


qualifications to receive a bid to initiate remained the same: 
 


● Top 35% of Senior Class / Top 25% of Junior Class 


● 3.25 Overall GPA Minimum 


● 2.7 ME GPA Minimum (core units only, excludes General Education) 


● 40 ME Units Completed Minimum 


● 36 Units Completed at Cal Poly Pomona 


 


The last two hard requirements were implemented to ensure a form of residency at the college, 


since Junior and Senior status can be achieved in other ways without going through the 


curriculum at Cal Poly Pomona (transfer students, AP credit, etc.). Completion of the following 


tasks throughout the course of a quarter were requirements to finish initiation: 
 







● Obtain Signatures from Ten Active Pi Tau Sigma Members (2 Professors, 3 Officers 


Mandatory) 


● Payment of Lifetime Membership Dues 


● Complete 5 Service Hours 


● Complete 3 Networking Hours 


● Attend Initiation Ceremony 


 


Historically, networking hours were not part of the initiation, but were added in an effort to 


increase social interaction between the incoming members, creating stronger bonds with Pi Tau 


Sigma so that they would return and contribute to the future of the club. For both quarters of 


initiation, this requirement was treated with flexibility, and those who had difficulty acquiring 


them were highly encouraged to seek help from officers. Going on a facility tour counted as 2 


hours, regardless of the duration of the tour; going to a company info session counted as 1 hour, 


regardless of duration. Both community service opportunities and networking opportunities were 


sought and provided by the executive board to further aid the initiates. Opportunities for 


internships, full-time jobs, and scholarships were also sought out for the members. 
 


Pi Tau Sigma 2015-2016 New Members 


Fall 2015 Spring 2016 


 


Lucas Ardena 


Mikhail Cabillan 


Keaton Cornell 


Aaron Chan 


Dae Hee Chung 


Evan Dietrich 


Faith Forcucci 


Mariana Godinez 


Garrett Granados 


Jacky Hsieh 


Kevin Liu 


David Moreno 


Emily Mukai 


Vince Olvera 


Nathan Quema 


Edgard Racelis 


Erik Sinness 


George Tanner 


Anthony Thai 


Kevin Valencia 


 


Joshua Maderazo 


Steven Le 


Troy Stechmann 


Jessica Rule 


Deandra Boentaran 


Rozina Nalbandian 


Joseph Garcia 


Daniel Smith 


Alexandria Victoria 


Kate Cranor 


Christopher Want 


Matt Lambrose 


Audrey Wong 


Joseph Gebreselassie 


Minna Mattis 


 


 


 


 


Initiation meetings were held bi-monthly, and were typically on the odd Friday of the 9th week 


quarter system at Cal Poly Pomona. There were 4 meetings total before the ceremonies for each 


quarter that initiation was held (Fall and Spring). The first meeting was mainly an introduction of 


what Pi Tau Sigma was about, and initiate sheets were passed out so that potential members 


could begin completing their tasks. Human bingo was the main event for the second meeting, 


allowing those in attendance to meet new people and engage in a social activity. For the last 







meeting, pros and cons of the initiation process were discussed so that future activities could 


enhance the experience of candidates, strengthening their connection with Pi Tau Sigma. At 


every meeting, current and upcoming events were always announced, and help was always 


offered for any aspect of the process. The initiation ceremonies were carried out professionally 


and successfully, and new members were treated out to eat afterwards. Combining the fall and 


spring quarter initiations, the Delta Beta chapter successfully inducted 35 new members. 
   


 


 
Figure 2: 2017 Mechanical Engineering Banquet 


 


CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 


 


Facility Tours 


Traditionally, tours at different engineering companies are planned so that Pi Tau Sigma 


members can explore the possibilities that the industry may offer, as well as create possible job 


opportunities if they are available. They have a first-hand experience of real life applications in 


engineering, which will further aid their pursuit of their desired career paths. There is typically 


one tour per quarter. 
 


Chevron 


During the Fall quarter, members were given a tour of the Chevron Oil Refinery at El Segundo. 


The tour was in the form of a bus tour. As the bus traveled around the facility, members got a 


glimpse of what working for Chevron entails. Afterwards, they were given time to network and 


socialize with Cal Poly Alumni that work at Chevron.   
 


Biosense Webster 


During the Winter quarter, members were able to see the engineering applied in the medical 


industry. Biosense Webster is a medical device company that designs, tests and manufacturers 


diagnostic and therapeutic catheters. 
 







Workshops 


In an effort to create stronger ties with current and incoming members, a few social events were 


planned. Welding and 3D printer workshops were hosted at a local hackerspace free of charge to 


members. The members gained knowledge and hands-on experience on different types of 


welding technique as well as be able to assemble a 3D printer. These workshops were hosted 


once per quarter. 


 
  


Pi Tau Sigma 2016 National Convention 


 


This year Cal Poly Pomona was only able to send one member to the Drexel Convention due to 


travel and time constraints. Overall, it was an amazing experience for all who attended, being 


able to network with peers from all over the country. The group collaborated with other chapters 


in sharing old ideas and traditions while developing plans for the future. Seeing the passion and 


success of other chapters instilled motivation to improve the status and success of the Delta Beta 


chapter. 
 


CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT 


 


Tutoring/Advising 


As always, Pi Tau Sigma hosted weekly tutoring and advising sessions during University Hour, 


an hour when there is no class being held. Most subjects that were tutored were for the 


fundamental classes such as statics or dynamics, but all were welcome and officers did their best 


to answer any and all questions. Students also came to be advised about planning their course 


paths, calling on the knowledge of the veteran students in the program.  
 


 


46th Annual Mechanical Engineering Department Banquet 


Every year, Pi Tau Sigma plans and hosts a banquet for the mechanical engineering department 


and its students to celebrate the achievements and successes of students and professors alike. In 


recent years, ASME was enlisted to support the event because of the amount of work needed to 


host an event for a program as big as the Cal Poly Pomona mechanical engineering program. 


This year, we invited Dan Coughlin to speak at the banquet. He works for Northrop Grumman as 


a stress analysis engineer. During his speech, he talked about how engineering has changed over 


the years, giving us insight on the mistakes he has made during his career and what he expects 


out of us students as we are about the enter the workforce. In addition to Mr. Coughlin’s speech, 


we also invited Mr. Ganpat Patel back again. He gave a short speech about his long career as an 


engineer, telling us about his struggles and hardships. Afterwards, professors who excelled in the 


past year were recognized, and those involved in helping plan the banquet were appreciated. 


Other festivities for the night included a dinner buffet, a photo booth, a dance floor, and a prize 


raffle. The new Pi Tau Sigma Delta Beta chapter executive board was introduced, and the 


outgoing officers were recognized and appreciated for their service. 
  


 


 







 
Figure 4: Ganpat Patel 


 


 


 
Figure 6: Mechanical Engineering Banquet Itinerary 


 


 


 


 


 







FUTURE GOALS/CONCLUSIONS 


 


One of the biggest goals will still be to improve the connections and member base between Pi 


Tau Sigma and its members. The vision is to be able to host a national convention for Pi Tau 


Sigma and to contend for the awards for the best chapter. The minimum expectation for 


involvement of the chapter should be to maintain tutoring services and facility tours every 


quarter. The Delta Beta chapter has seen stupendous growth in recent years, and the reputation of 


Pi Tau Sigma is only getting better. This year, Pi Tau Sigma had a retention rate of 100%, having 


all of its new members be active after their initiation. With the implementation of networking 


hours, more students have come back and asked to be more involved with the club. It has been an 


incredible year for this chapter, and it will continue to grow and mature to become one of the 


greatest clubs to be a part of at Cal Poly Pomona.  








Annual Chapter Report  


2019-2020  


Cal Poly Pomona Delta Beta  


A. Initiations  
There were two initiations held during this academic school year, one in the Fall 
Semester and one in the Spring Semester. Traditionally the Fall Initiation is the period 
where the Delta Beta chapter experiences the largest growth, however this academic year 
Delta Beta experienced circumstances that made initiation difficult. Due to a change in 
school policy, we were unable to receive student GPA’s in order to send out the 
invitations. We did not receive the information until halfway through the semester and so 
student interest greatly diminished. During this time, the club president had a health 
emergency that resulted in her spending some time in the hospital. Because of the lack of 
communication, we were greatly disorganized. Problems with accessing student 
information to send out invitations continued to the Spring semester.  By the time we 
were able to send out invitations, the school went online a few weeks later due to 
Covid-19. This year, we had 4 members join in the Fall and another 4 during the Spring. 
The Fall initiation was held on November 15, 2019 and the Spring initiation was held on 
May 1, 2020. The requirements to initiate into the chapter mirrors that set by the national 
chapter. This year’s eligibility to join required that the individual needs to be in the top 
25% and 35% of their class year, Junior and Senior class respectively. In addition to class 
ranking, the student must have a 2.7 core GPA and a 3.25 overall GPA, must obtain 
signatures from ten active Pi Tau Sigma members (of which 2 must be from professors 
and 3 from officers), pay their membership dues ($35 National dues, $35 Cal Poly 
Pomona Delta Beta dues, and $5 year fee), and complete a total of 5 service or 
networking hours. One additional requirement that the Delta Beta chapter has is the 
student must complete 36 units at Cal Poly Pomona and have 40 core units completed 
overall. This requirement ensures that the individual has attended a minimum of two 
semesters at the university so that the chapter can ensure their GPA reflects their 
engineering grades at Cal Poly Pomona. However, due to the impact of Covid-19, for the 
Spring semester students were only expected to pay the $35 National due and the 
signatures and service/networking hours were waived. For the Fall initiation ceremony, 
the candidates were led into an auditorium-style classroom where the initiation ceremony 
was led by the 2019-2020 Delta Beta officers and advisor. Following the ceremony, 
initiates were invited to join Pi Tau Sigma members for pizza at a campus run restaurant, 
Innovation Brew Works, to celebrate their accomplishments and successful initiation into 
the organization. For the Spring initiation semester, a Zoom session was held and the 
initiation ceremony continued as normal. 







B. Chapter Activity  
Due to difficulties experienced throughout the year, there were challenges to hosting 
events. In addition to not having access to student GPAs to invite them, Delta Beta lost its 
club standing and access to its accounts at the school due to lost documents. Larger 
events that we hosted in the past were put on hold because we didn’t have access to our 
funds and instead there was a focus on smaller events.  


There is a PTS meeting every week. Biweekly, PTS will host a general meeting during 
the university’s designated club hour, “U-Hour.” During this meeting, the officers talk 
about PTS specific events, events hosted by other organizations (Engineers without 
Borders, Robotics Club, ASME, Materials Advantage, etc). During the non-meeting 
weeks, a biweekly tutoring session/study hall is held for Mechanical Engineering 
students. This tutoring session serves as the primary tutoring session supported by the 
Mechanical Engineering department. During this time, the initiates and current members 
can help tutor those who have difficulty understanding lower level curriculum courses 
(Vector Statics, Fluid Mechanics, Thermodynamics, etc). This also serves to give PTS 
exposure to the department. As PTS is an honor society and membership is restricted, we 
strive to get good exposure and find opportunities to encourage students to succeed in the 
classroom so that they too may receive an invitation to the organization. A resume 
review, in partnership with Materials Advantage, was also held in the Spring semester. 
By partnering with a materials engineering focused club, we were able to better orient 
resumes for the individuals desired industry. 


In response to the Covid-19 event and anxiety that students were experiencing, we held 
two open forums with engineers from industry. It was a Zoom based open forum where 
engineers could tell their personal stories of hardships/challenges and answer questions 
with the main goal to boost morale and alleviate nerves. We had engineers from Northrop 
Grumman, Honeywell, Teradata, Goodyear, and Johnson & Johnson. Students of all 
engineering majors were invited as well as other schools, specifically connections made 
at the 2020 PTS convention.  







 
Spring 2020 Members and 2020 Officers 


 


 
Round Table with Engineers, Second Session: April 21, 2020 





